Ten Things I Am Grateful For at Salve:
• For the opportunity to attend an excellent Catholic College and experience the faith and
love of the Sisters of Mercy.
• For the beautiful witness of the remarkable twins, Sister Mary Jean and Sister Mary
Eloise Tobin, RSM
• For the academic program which laid the foundation for my first career as a secondary
high school French teacher in Connecticut, my lifelong vocation as a wife and mother of
five children, and the seeds of my second career as a pastoral minister, director of Adult
Formation and RCIA for a parish in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma.
• For the opportunity to attend daily Mass at Salve where I was later granted the blessing
of being married in the beautiful mirrored Chapel to John Donnelly on November 20,
1971.
• For those lasting freshmen memories of tedious note taking in World History class with
Sister Mary Wilhelmina, the fun biology lab sessions with Doctor Bottari, the seemingly
irrelevant (at the time) philosophy classes with Professor Hugh Kilmer, the grind of
learning a new language, and the countless other challenges that filled up our days and
nights.
• For the friends who taught me to come out of my introverted self and begin to enjoy
life, especially the fun evenings in the dorm rooms laughing and sharing stories.
• For the wild Saturday evenings dancing up a storm at the Mooring and racing back to
make curfew.
• For the scholarship which helped provide the opportunity to spend my junior year of
study abroad in Paris, France.
• For the countless hours spent along the breathtaking Cliff Walk talking to God, writing
poetry, and drinking in the beauty of God’s creation.
• For these and so many more memories too numerous to list, I am eternally grateful.
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